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Esteemed colleagues, dear friends,  

2020 was a very extraordinary and challenging year for the choral world 
and for all of us. After a long period of silence, overcoming the Corona 
Crisis finally seems within reach, and we would like to look forward with 
you to a positive future. The topics of the first Regional Online Meetings 
2021 of the World Choir Council reflect this confidence. Let us encourage 
each other and stand by each other with support as the choirs of this 
world slowly regain their voices!

I would like to take this opportunity to convey to all of you, also on behalf 
of our President Günter Titsch and our Vice President of the WCC Fred 
Sjöberg, our warmest thanks and great appreciation. The solidarity and 
cohesion of the World Choir Council, which have become even stronger 
through the efforts of all of you during this difficult time, provide a great 
support and give strength to the choral world.

It was a great pleasure for us that the first Regional Online Meetings this 
year were met with such a positive response and that you participated and 
discussed in such large numbers. On behalf of the entire INTERKULTUR 
World Choir Council team, I would like to thank you all for your participation, 
your contributions and your suggestions! 

2021 will still hold some hurdles for us, but we will overcome them together. 
The postponement of the 11th World Choir Games to November 2021 is 
a first step in this and offers the choirs of the world a new perspective 
and motivation for the future. We are very grateful to all of you for your 
commitment to spread this confidence and motivation also in your regions 
and to strengthen the choral world together with us. 

We are very much looking forward to further exchange with you and the 
next Regional Online Meetings in summer.

Until then, we wish you all the best and please stay healthy!

Yours,

Qin Wang 
First Vice President INTERKULTUR & World Choir Council
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THE WORLD CHOIR COUNCIL (WCC) HANDBOOK

In December we provided you with the WCC Handbook, a wish that came 
out of a previous Regional Meeting. Now, we are continuously working 
on the structure and keeping it up to date. If you have any remarks to the 
content, please let us know. 

COUNCIL TALK – THE MAGAZINE

The first edition of the Council Talk Magazine was released at the end of 
January 2021 and contains many easy to read and interesting articles. The 
realization of this project was also possible thanks to your contributions! 
The next issue will be published in August. If you would like to contribute 
to this issue, please contact Franziska Hellwig (hellwig@interkultur.com) 
with your ideas by June 1st, 2021.

WORLD CHOIR COUNCIL –  
NEW PROJECTS AND  
DEVELOPMENTS 2020-2022 
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HELLO COUNCIL  

“HELLO COUNCIL” is a series of live talk and 
online pedagogical workshops. The last HELLO 
COUNCIL Meeting with our colleagues Ms. 
Maria Meligopolou and Mr. Dapeng Meng had 
over 200 participants from China. If you would 
like to receive more information on the format, 
please contact Iris Huting Byrd (iris.huting@
interkultur.com.cn).

VIDEO PROJECT   

In February 2021 we started the WCC Video Project with the aim is to 
publish an interesting and educational video on the 15th of each month. We 
hope you already enjoyed the first two videos with Mr. Tim Sharp and Mr. 
Michael Barrett. The next video by Ms. Ana Laura Rey will be published on 
April 15th. We have some surprises planned for you and the choral world in 
the next months, like interviews and chats with different conductors, but 
we are open to all of your suggestions and input. Please get in touch with 
Francesco Leonardi (leonardi@interkultur.com) for proposals.
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WCC GENERAL CONFERENCE –  
NEW DATE: NOVEMBER 3, 2021 

We are looking forward to welcoming you at our General Conference 
on November 3rd in Antwerp, Belgium, during the new timeframe of the 
World Choir Games 2021. The event will be hybrid. Everyone who won’t be 
in Flanders during that time will be able to join the General Conference 
online.

FIRST PROGRAM DETAILS (changes might still be possible):

∧ Guided Music Tour through Antwerp
∧ Lunch
∧ 14:00-15:30 CET General Conference 
∧ Networking time in the “Virtual Village”
∧ Presentation with Composer and Conductor Wim Henderickx
∧ Dinner
∧ Concert with the Flemish Radio Choir
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WORLD CHOIR COUNCIL - ADVISORY BOARD

The Advisory Board has grown! We are happy to welcome three new 
members: Dr. Maria Emma Meligopoulou (Greece), Dr. Tim Sharp (USA), 
Dr. Michael Barrett (South Africa), joining force with former members 
Alejandro Daniel Garavano (Argentinia), Dapeng Meng (China), Branko 
Stark (Croatia), Steen Lindholm (Denmark), Aida Swenson (Indonesia), 
Ludumo Magangane (South Africa).

Furthermore, we would like to congratulate Steen Lindholm for being 
elected Senior Advisor by the members of the Advisory Board. He will 
therefore represent his colleagues on the WCC Board.

The members of the Advisory Board can stay on the board for 2-4 years. 
The WCC Board will then elect new members upon nominations. 

There will be three meetings per year, the next one being on June 9, 2021.
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EVENTS & PROJECTS 
2021

WCC MAGAZINE – COUNCIL TALK
A NEW DIGITAL MAGAZINE WITH DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT THE WORK OF THE WORLD CHOIR COUNCIL, 
ITS MEMBERS AND CURRENT NEWS FROM THE CHORAL WORLD
Digital Publication twice a year – JAN and AUG 
Next Deadline for contributions: June 1, 2021

HELLO COUNCIL
VIRTUAL LIVE TALKS – CONNECTING THE CHORAL WORLD
April 23, 2021 | May 28, 2021 | Jun 18, 2021 | July 30, 2021 | Sep 24, 2021 | Oct 15, 2021 | Nov 13, 2021
(Changes of dates might be possible)

ONLINE REGIONAL MEETINGS 
ONLINE DISCUSSION ROUNDS WITH THE MEMBERS OF YOUR REGION ON CURRENT TOPICS

EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCE AND INFORMATION

THE MEETINGS ORIGINALLY PLANNED FOR NOVEMBER 2021 WILL BE MOVED TO JULY/AUGUST 2021 
INSTEAD, DUE TO THE POSTPONEMENT OF THE WORLD CHOIR GAMES 2021. 
MORE INFO WILL FOLLOW SOON!

WORLD CHOIR COUNCIL 
GENERAL CONFERENCE
THE WCC GENERAL CONFERENCE AT 
THE WORLD CHOIR GAMES 2021 IN FLANDERS, BELGIUM
NOVEMBER 3, 2021

*Dates might be subject to change.

World Choir Council c/o INTERKULTUR
Ruhberg 1, 35463 Fernwald (Frankfurt/Main) Germany, worldchoircouncil@interkultur.com 

interkultur.com



“HAPPY BIRTHDAY INTERKULTUR!”

During the last months INTERKULTUR 
celebrated its 30th birthday with  
5 videos reflecting on the last 30 years as 
well as a corresponding book with many 
memories, facts and figures. The films and 
book were released in January 2021. 

VIDEO: World of Voices - 30 years of INTERKULTUR 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFjDgVHrVH8npMM70E2eZbW0i2Tm-jWBY

INTERKULTUR   
WORLD CHOIR EVENTS – NEWS 
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WORLD CHOIR GAMES 

11TH WORLD CHOIR GAMES - POSTPONED 
OCTOBER 30 – NOVEMBER 7, 2021 | FLANDERS, BELGIUM 

Due to the ongoing Covid-19 situation the team in Flanders and 
INTERKULTUR took the decision to postpone the WCG2021. The team is 
very happy that the postponement was possible and can’t wait to welcome 
you all in Flanders this fall. The event will include both virtual and live 
events and competitions. We will share further information on the virtual 
participation options with you soon. If you have choirs who still want 
toregister, please let them know that this is still possible until June 15.

12TH WORLD CHOIR GAMES 
JULY 4-14, 2022 | GANGNEUNG/GANGWON, REPUBLIC OF KOREA  

Gangneung is in the North-Eastern province of Gangwondo, and lies 
directly at the coast of the East-Sea. It is a very touristic city, full of 
culture, beaches and nature. There are excellent Art-centers, concert-
halls and churches with good acoustics. The bigger events will be hosted 
in the 2018 Winter-Olympic Venues.

All participation- and competition- Information is already online and can 
be obtained directly from the INTERKULTUR Website. Choirs that register 
until May 5, 2021 can profit from extra reductions.

13TH WORLD CHOIR GAMES 
JULY 2024 | AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND

INTERKULTUR is very happy and proud to have been able to secure such 
a big event as the World Choir Games 2024 in the midst of the Covid-19 
crisis. More details and the exact dates will be announced in the near 
future. 
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PRESENTATION TOPICS 

AN INTRODUCTION BY FRANCESCO LEONARDI

In these Regional Meetings we spoke about Covid-19, on a medical level, 
but also with a  psychological approach. It’s been more or less one year that 
our singers have had to stay at home. But what will the long-term effects 
of this period be? Will the singers be able to switch back to rehearsal 
mode, like an on-off button, or will we face problems coming back to the 
rehearsal rooms? If there will be problems, will we as conductors be able 
to handle them? Working on these aspects proactively can help us in the 
future. 

INTERKULTUR, in cooperation with the psychological departments of the 
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart in Milan, as well as the University 
of Padua has created a survey concerning these topics. Please spread 
the survey in your countries to get the best results possible. The goal is 
to help conductors in the world to face possible problems confidently, by 
providing them with tips and exercises. After all, we all want to bring back 
choirs to the rehearsal rooms. 

THE SURVEY
https://unicatt.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8wX9A4XI3DJOzP0 
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HOW CAN WE COME BACK TO  
CHOIR LIFE 

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE SARS-CORONAVIRUS-2 
WE’RE FACING AT THE MOMENT

The SARS-CoV-2 is a Novel pandemic Coronavirus, which are usually just 
normal respiratory viruses that we can find in our everyday lives but in the 
recent years there have been two more viruses, the MERS-Coronavirus 
and the SARS-1, that have caused severe diseases. 

The SARS-CoV-2 has now caused a pandemic, due to its high capacity 
to spread, as it can be asymptomatic, but can also cause mild upper 
respiratory tract infections, severe pneumonia, and in some cases 
hyperinflammation, which can lead to treatments of several days in the 
intensive care units under life-threatening circumstances and sometimes 
even death. High risk groups are mainly the elderly and people with 
underlying diseases. As of March 21. there have been 122 852 146 cases 
worldwide and close to three million cases that lead to death. Of course 
these are only the cases that have been detected. In some countries the 
infection rate might be a lot higher than reported. 

TWO CHOIR EXAMPLES OF EARLY INFECTIONS

To analyze the infections in connection to choir singing we will have a 
look at two very early reports from March 2020. The first one is of a larger 
mixed choir from Skagit County, USA with a total of 122 singers, though 
the conductor split the rehearsal that day in two groups, first rehearsing 
with 78, and afterwards with 66 singers. The age range was 31-83 years. 
Both rehearsals were around 2.5 hours long and included social activities. 
Even though no choir member had symptoms on the day of the rehearsal 
and only one member showed symptoms seven days later, 87% of the 
choir eventually fell ill. This was the first event where it was reported that 
choir singing could be a so-called “super-spreading event”.

12 13

GUEST SPEAKER FOR ALL 
THREE REGIONAL MEETINGS:

DR. MARTIN SUNDQVIST  
(SWEDEN)

Dr. Martin Sundqvist (MD, PhD) is 
a Clinical Microbiologist, scientist, 
educator and choir conductor,  
as well as singer from Örebro,  
Sweden.



A similar result was seen in a men’s choir in France where a two hour 
long rehearsal took place in a very small, non ventilated room of 45 m² for 
25 singers, plus conductor and accompanist. 19 out of 27 people fell ill. 
This showed the very high likelihood of many people getting sick during a 
rehearsal without precautions, if one member had the disease. 

Both studies were performed in March 2020, where there was a relatively 
low awareness and knowledge among most people concerning Covid-19 
and how to protect themselves and others. No strict measures applied 
in the community at that time. In both cases the transmission came 
from asymtomatic attendants, contributing to the high attack rates, as 
they probably wouldn’t have attended the rehearsal, had they shown 
any symptoms. As a result many scientists have concluded that singing 
in choirs (and other activities with singing/shouting indoors) should be 
considered as risk event concerning the spread of SARS-CoV-2. 
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SINGING AND FOMITES/AEROSOLS

This pandemic has led to many studies on the topic of sound production 
while singing. If you use a lot of t, k or p-sounds while singing, you expose 
your surroundings to more droplets. We will probably see even more 
research on the spread of droplets and aerosols in the coming years. The 
graph below shows that singing and shouting produces more droplets 
than speaking. Some studies have also shown differences between 
professional and amateur singers, or children and adults but the risk will 
always remain high if you have infected people in the choir.

WHAT ABOUT OTHER RESPIRATORY VIRUSES?

There is only very little research available on other respiratory viruses 
in a choir setting. One case reported an English school choir, suggesting 
them to be the focus of the spread of Influenza H1N1 in 2009. On the slide 
below you can see the number of Influenca cases we’ve had this year, 
represented in the green line. This means that there have been hardly any 
cases in 2020/21 and we will at least be able to very effectively control the 
Influenza virus.
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METHODS TO REDUCE THE SPREAD OF  
SARS-COV-2 RELATED TO CHOIRS

So what to do to reduce the spread of SARS-CoV-2? The most important 
method is to decrease the overall spread of SARS-CoV-2. If there is a low 
prevalence in all of society the risk will be greatly reduced. This can be 
achieved by following the local recommendations and taking the vaccine 
when offered! Other things to consider are rehearsals with increased 
distance (>6 feet in all directions), finding large venues with good ventilation 
systems, outdoor singing (with distance), rehearsing in smaller groups of 
around 8 singers, arriving to the rehearsals with individual transport and 
having no social activities. Your choir could also consider using face masks, 
but you would still have to keep enough distance between the singers and 
singing with a mask is generally speaking not very comfortable. 

CONCLUSION

Singing and shouting in groups indoors is associated with increased risk 
to spread SARS-CoV-2, as long as the virus is still circulating in society. 
So far no one can define the exact time that returning to rehearsals is 
considered safe again, but we can take regions that have already opened 
up again as examples. All in all the prevalence of the virus in the society 
has to be very low. There might also be differences in different age/risk 
groups or depending on level of vaccinations in the choir.

The possibility for live concerts is entirely dependent on the spread in the 
society and thus the local recommendations
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EVENTS  
2022

Choir Competitions and Festivals

ON STAGE Festivals

3RD SING’N’PRAY KOBE 
January 20-24, 2022 | Kobe, Japan

VOX LUCENSIS – CONCORSO CORALE INTERNAZIONALE 
April 9-13, 2022 | Lucca, Italy

15TH INTERNATIONAL CHOIR COMPETITION & FESTIVAL BAD ISCHL 
April 27 - May 1, 2022 | Bad Ischl, Austria

12TH WORLD CHOIR GAMES 
July 4-14, 2022 | Gangneung/Gangwon, Republic of Korea

4TH KALAMATA INTERNATIONAL CHOIR COMPETITION AND FESTIVAL 
September 22-26, 2022 | Kalamata, Greece

10TH ISOLA DEL SOLE   
September 25-29, 2022 | Grado, Italy

SING’N’JOY BOHOL 
October 5-9, 2022 | Tagbilaran City, Bohol, Philippines

INTERNATIONALES CHORFEST MAGDEBURG 
October 5-9, 2022 | Magdeburg, Germany

11TH CANTA AL MAR – FESTIVAL CORAL INTERNACIONAL 
October 20-24, 2022 | Calella/Barcelona, Spain

TEL AVIV, ISRAEL | March 9-13, 2022 

VERONA, ITALY | March 24-27, 2022  

FLORENCE, ITALY | May 19-22, 2022 

TIRANA, ALBANIA | June 8-12, 2022 

LISBON, PORTUGAL | September 9-12, 2022 

PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC | November 10-13, 2022 

interkultur.com /interkultur /interkultur



 Country Name 

 China Dapeng Meng
  XiaoBao TIAN
 China/Hongkong SAR Raymond Fu
 Chinese Taipei Johnny Ku
 Indonesia Aris Sudibyo
 Iran Milad Omranloo
 Kazakhstan Gulmira Kuttybadamova
 Malaysia Susanna Saw
 Philippines Jonathan Velasco
 Sri Lanka Soundarie David
 Vietnam Chau Ahn Dang
 Israel Aharon Harlap
 
 Guests 

 Kosovo Memli Kelmendi
 Portugal Myguel Santos e Castro
 Belgium Luc Anthonis
 Denmark Steen Lindholm
 Albania Suzana Turku
 Ukraine Anzhela Maslennikova
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ASIA, PACIFIC &  
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HOW CHINESE CHOIRS CAN GET 
BACK TO THEIR REHEARSALS

THE WORLD HAD ITS EYES ON WUHAN LAST YEAR

2020 has been a “special” and “unforgettable” year for people all over the 
world. For us, we are lucky that we finally got rid of the heavy damage 
and depression caused by the pandemic and gradually resumed daily 
production and life. Although the prevention for pandemic has become 
the norm, we believe we will defeat the Corona-Virus eventually. With the 
experiences from last year, my heart is with the people all around the 
world.

Over the past year, Tiankong choir, like many other choirs in Hubei 
province, has been singing through the darkest days. Now, we love the city 
of Wuhan, love our country, love music and choral music, love tomorrow.

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE BASIC SITUATION OF  
WUHAN CHORUSES DURING THE PANDEMIC 

Following the outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 and during the period of Wuhan’s 
“closure/quarantine”, all physical choir rehearsals stopped. At that time, 
there were many choirs in Hubei Province and Wuhan that carried out all 
kinds of learning and communication online, which was enough to keep 
the choirs going.

With a strong and unyielding spirit and perseverance, we actively 
rehearsed and recorded anti-pandemic songs in the form of “Cloud 
Chorus/online”, using our songs as weapons. Members used WeChat 
groups and QQ groups to carry out online part rehearsals.  At the same 
time, we used “Tencent Conference Room” and other online platforms 
to set up online classes just like the Regional Meetings, to introduce the 
history and current situation of choirs, teach the analysis of works and 
music aesthetics, and discuss the development plan and prospect of 
choirs after the pandemic.

GUEST SPEAKER: 

DR.TIAN XIAOBAO (CHINA)
Dr. Tian XiaoBao is a leading figure in the 
new generation of choral conductors in 
China, a doctoral supervisor/professor 
of Choral Studies at the School of Music 
in Central China Normal University, as 
well as the founder and director of the 
Tiankong Choir in Wuhan, China. 
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We exchanged ideas and thoughts on how we should proceed in choral 
life. I personally had multiple workshop on choral life in the largest online 
workshop platform in China. At the highest point I had more than 50,000 
participants in one online meeting. That  shows how passionate and 
eager people were for choral singing and how much people express their 
emotions through singing

THE CURRENT SITUATION OF THE TIANKONG CHOIR AND 
THIS YEAR’S PROJECT PLANNING

The Tiankong choir is located in Wuhan. It was established 18 years 
ago, in 2003. In our high time we had up to 50 concerts in one year and 
performances all over the world.

Originally, we had planned a celebration concert, but those plans had to 
be halted due to the pandemic. Due to the impact of the epidemic, we had 
to hold the “17th Anniversary Concert“ through the Internet. Online we 
reached an audience level of 100,000 people. We broadcasted the concert 
through various video websites, and the response was warm, which 
heightened the resonance of the chorus members and conductors. The 
choir began in-person rehearsals again in October 2020. We started with 
small rehearsals like individual parts and then gradually reverted back to 
full team rehearsals.

Since October 2020, rehearsals in Wuhan and China have gradually gotten 
back on track. At the moment the Tiankong Choir includes 4 choirs in 
total: A female, mixed, children and male choir.

All the teams in our Tiankong choir Group practice once a week. Tiankong 
Girls Choir has a weekly concentrated training, as well as a part training, 
which is mainly to preview new works and review the key content required 
by the conductor during the concentrated rehearsal. The male choir was 
established recently and currently consists of more than 100 singers. We 
rehearse once a week for each choir, with occasional extra rehearsals on 
Wednesdays. We all feel the love and peace after getting back on to our 
choral life.

Our next concert will be in June. A Thank You concert to all that have 
helped and supported us. Apart from the concert in Wuhan we will also 
tour with the choir and have concerts in Bejing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, 
Ningbo and others. 

ASIA, PACIFIC & MIDDLE EAST

20
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Performance at National Center for Performing Arts of China

Tiankong Children’s Choir

Tiankong Male Choir



 Country Name 

 Argentina Alejandro Daniel Garavano
 Brazil Helma Haller
 Canada Robert Cooper
  Zimfira Poloz
 Chile Ricardo Curihuinca Vergara 
 Costa Rica Beverlyn Mora Ramirez
 Guatemala Fernando Archila
 Mexico Marco Antonio Ugalde
 Nicaragua Reyna Somarriba Molina
 Uruguay Ana Laura Rey
 USA Elena Sharkova
  Timothy W. Sharp
 Venezuela Maria Guinand
 
 Guests 

 Kosovo Memli Kelmendi
 Portugal Myguel Santos e Castro
 Denmark Steen Lindholm
 Albania Suzana Turku
 Finland Kari Turunen
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PROACTIVE WELLNESS APPROACH  
TO RETURNING TO THE REHEARSAL 
ROOM

We know that transitioning back to the rehearsal room will present some 
difficulties both for conductors and choral singers. Instead of waiting for 
problems, thank you for being here and taking time to be proactive to deal 
with how to get back to the rehearsal room.

CREATE A LIST OF RECOURCES

First, I think it’s important for everyone to recognize the strengths as well 
as their limitations when it comes to the well-being of their choristers. 
You may feel you need to have all the answers, but I would like to 
reassure that you don’t. You need to know how to direct you choristers. 
I strongly suggest that you put together a list of resources that you can 
share with your choristers. For example, is there a telephone helpline, 
online resources, phone-apps, contact info from professionals in clinics 
and other people that would support mindfulness, such as meditation 
activities. Share these resources with everyone right away. The list isn’t 
only for people that are asking for help. It’s important to normalize the 
topic of support. In this way you can role model that asking for help and 
support is a good thing. 

You can invite choristers to add to the resource list, for instance by making 
the list a shared Google Docs file. Once you’re physically back in the 
rehearsal room you can bring a printed version back to the rehearsals. It’s 
not enough to share the list of resources once, but to remind choristers 
regularly. And this needs to be part of the weekly conversation. 

GUEST SPEAKER: 

MS. RACHAEL FINNERTY  
(CANADA)
Rachael Finnerty is a registered 
psychotherapist, music therapist 
accredited and founder of the Music 
Therapy Academy. 
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OVERCOME BARRIERS  
– EASE YOUR WAY BACK

So what might be some barriers for the choristers? We can assume that 
some might be concerned of getting sick and passing Covid-19 to a loved 
one. Reviewing the protocols that will be in place with the choristers will 
therefore be really important. We receive so many Covid-19 regulations 
that can just get overwhelming. So keep the information simple, use 
images, create a 30 second video of how you plan to keep your choristers 
safe. This can be shared as a regular reminder. 

Another barrier to transitioning back to the rehearsal room might be the 
habit of living a relatively recluse lifestyle. We’re not used to being around 
big groups of people anymore or participating in events together. It’s going 
to feel strange to be around people again and it’s important to highlight 
that to your choristers before returning to the rehearsal room. 

Imagine you see a swimming pool and you are super excited to jump in. 
You swam in the same pool last year and you have good memories of the 
occasion. You jump in and to your shock you realize that the water is very 
cold. It’s not as you remembered it to be. Now, if someone had warned you 
that the water had not been heated, you would have entered the pool more 
slowly, taking precautions, eased your way into the pool more slowly. And 
that’s going to be your new role as conductor: easing the choristers back 
into the rehearsal by providing caution and moving slowly. 

BE KIND TO YOURSELF!

Of course as conductors you might also need easing in. I would like to 
remind you to be kind to yourself and make sure you’re also reaching out 
for support on your journey back to the rehearsal room. It’s important to 
set reasonable and flexible expectations for both yourself and the choir 
as a whole.  When you feel that members of your choir are struggling it 
can be tempting to feel it’s a reflection on you and I’d like to remind you 
that we’ve all had our world turned upside down in the past year and there 
is no way of knowing what our new normal will look like. A struggling 
chorister is a reflection of a difficult time, not of you as a conductor. 
What you can do is provide an invitation to a safe space, of belonging, 
compassion and non-judgement, which I’m sure you already provide to 
have the thriving choir that you already have. 

Transitioning back to the rehearsal room is going to be different for 
everyone and how you feel about the transition is going to change from 
week to week. For this reason, be patient with yourself and your choristers! 

If you’ve been on an airplane before, I want you to think of the protocol that 
the flight attendant shares. “In the case of an emergency oxygen masks 
will drop. Please secure your own mask before helping others.” Please 
think about this and make sure your support systems are in place to be 
able to best support your choristers. 

NORTH, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA

24
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USE ONLINE TOOLS TO CONNECT, TRANSITION AND BE 
CREATIVE!

What are some of the things you can do to proactively support your 
choristers in the return to the choral space? Start the conversation about 
wellness. How are your choristers feeling about returning to the rehearsal 
space on shared platforms such as Zoom? Ask the choristers to type in 
the chat box what they are excited and concerned about when returning. 
By typing it out the choristers will see that they’re not alone in what 
they are thinking and feeling because other people are typing the same 
thing. That validation is really important. New online platforms can help 
choristers express things that they might not have shared verbally. 

As singers you all know the importance of breathing, even online. Breathing 
together is a safe way to connect and practice being together again, even 
if you’re not together yet. Create new warm-up habits that include self-
care and incorporate them in your warm-up routines. Remind choristers 
when singing at home to take those deep breaths, do a body scan. Where 
are you holding stress? Breathe in to that stress. Are your feet firmly 
grounded? Do you feel grounded? Acknowledge what enters your mind 
and hear the music you want to sing in your mind. Acknowledge negative 
thoughts that come into your mind, but also let them go. 

Finally, use your creativity to engage your choristers. Ask them to share 
their favorite songs. How would they change some of the words to reflect 
their feeling about returning to rehearsal room? It’s oftentimes more 
approachable to express oneself with lyrics of a song than just finding 
the words. The topics can turn around the pandemic life and hopes and 
fears. This doesn’t have to be a song that you plan to perform, but just 
part of well-being and reconnecting. In regards to choosing repertoire, 
think of repertoire that reflects change, growth, fear and strength, to 
help acknowledge the various experiences that the choir has had. As 
you know, singing brings us together. Just as many hands make for light 
work, shared voices make for a light heart, free from heaviness of fear 
and anxiety. 
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 Country Name 

 Albania Suzana Turku
 Austria Karl-Gerhard Straßl
 Belarus Inessa Bodyako
 Belgium Jean-Pierre van Avermaet
  Luc Anthonis
 Benin Felix Nassi
 Bulgaria Theodora Pavlovitch
 Denmark Steen Lindholm
 Estonia Aarne Saluveer
 Finland Kari Turunen
 Germany Jürgen Budday
  Jürgen Faßbender
 Great Britain Joy Hill
  Mathew Wright
  Rachel Walker Mason
 Ireland Bernie Sherlock
 Italy Giovanni Acciai
 Kosovo Memli Kelmendi
 Lithuania Vytautas Miškinis
 Malta Christopher Muscat
 Netherlands Hans van den Brand
 Nigeria Emeka Nwokedi
 Norway Tove Ramlo-Ystad
 Portugal Myguel Santos e Castro
 Russia Alexander Solovyev
 Senegal Lucien Mendy
 Slovakia Milan Kolena
 Slovenia Karmina Šilec
 South Africa Michael Barrett
 Switzerland Hansruedi Kämpfen
 Ukraine Anzhela Maslennikova
 
 Guests  

 Republic of Korea Shin-Hwa Park
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RESEARCH ABOUT PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASPECTS OF THE PANDEMIC PERIOD  
IN THE CHOIR WORLD,  
A PREVIEW AND HOW  
TO COME BACK TO  
THE REHEARSALS ROOMS

BALANCING RISKS AND NEEDS

In our report today, we would like to focus on the fact how risks are perceived 
by different people in different intensity levels and ways. Please imagine 
a seesaw, that can be in balance or imbalance. On one side you have the 
perceived worries, threats, risks, beliefs, concerns and doubts, all the things 
we’ve been thinking about for the past year. On the other side are people 
singing together. These people outweigh all of the risks, worries and threats. 
Coming together and singing again is more important than the concerns of 
the pandemic. We are looking for an imbalance in our life. 

In the current situation people are constantly being told that they are not 
allowed to do many things. Medical figures, doctors, politicians and other 
people restrict our possibilities. In this situation people can become 
desperate. They don’t know what to do and experience the lack of possibilities, 
exhaustion and even burn-outs. The solution is to have a new perspective on 
things. 

GUEST SPEAKER: 

PROF. ALESSANDRO ANTONIETTI & 
PROF.SSA ANGELICA MOÈ (ITALY)
Prof. Alessandro Antonietti is Professor of 
Psychology and Director of a research center  
at the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart  
in Milan, Italy.

Prof.ssa Angelica Moè is Professor of 
Psychology of Motivation and Emotion at  
the University of Padua, Italy.
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To balance our seesaw out again, we need to learn to replace all of the 
negative feelings with positive emotions. Some of these emotions are: 

∧ optimism: looking ahead and expecting that things will improve; 
∧ a meaningful life: It’s the only life we can live, so let’s put meaning to it; 
∧ a grateful disposition: create meaningful connections by thinking of people 

we have met before in our life and that are important to us; 
∧ regulation of emotions: We all experience fear and anxiety, but the quantity 

of those emotions is not so important. What’s important is to learn how 
you can regulate these emotions; 

∧ subjective happiness: happiness is a protective factor that helps people 
deal more effectively with stressful events. The perception of being happy 
can put things into a more positive perspective; 

∧ vitality: the feeling of being active and full of energy; 
∧ intrinsic motivation: putting the things you like and are good at, such as 

singing, ahead of other things.

If you incorporate more of these things into your life, you will be able to 
experience less fear and more hope!

THE MOTIVATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

To move up the steps towards a better direction we need a motivational 
perspective. Do things that you can succeed at to stay motivated (Mastery 
experiences), stay optimistic that things will improve in the future 
(Optimistic perspective), create Time for relationships with people that 
you are close with and can connect to even in these pandemic times, 
grow your perspective and believe that things can get better in the future 
(Incremental beliefs), incorporate meaningful things into your life (Values 
and choices) and choose goals that you know you can reach (Achievable 
objectives). 

All of these steps will bring you up the 
stairs to a better perspective on things 
but please be aware that not everyone will 
move in the same pace. Some people will 
achieve their goals very fast, others will 
need some time and that is absolutely 
okay. 

AFRICA & EUROPE
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MAKING GOALS ACHIEVABLE

We now got a glimpse on the motivational goals that we can achieve and 
move towards. But we also have to take into account that there are some 
risks and constraints in the current times that we need to respect. But what 
psychology shows is that people tend to create limits and boundaries that 
are not grounded on what really occurs. One goal might therefore be to 
break these beliefs that are not supported by science. We do not need to add 
further restrictions to the restrictions with objective value already in place.

The picture above (1) shows what can sometimes happen to our perception. 
There are some biases and tendencies in our mind which lead us to either 
over- or underestimate the difficulties and problems we are facing and 
have a distorted picture of the situation. This might also be the case for the 
current pandemic situation we are living in. One of the first goals should 
therefore be to help people gain a correct picture of the situation they are 
currently in. 

A second goal is to identify different ways of carrying out the task we have to 
address, including more unorthodox methods that can be just as productive 
and effective, as shown in the pictures above (2). This means that we have 
habits and strategies that we are used to apply when dealing with a problem. 
But sometimes our experience from the past is not enough and we need to 
change our perspective on these situations. At the moment the setting and 
ways we do rehearsals has to be different than before, which means we need 
to broaden our mental framework to reach the goals we want to reach. 

THE SURVEY
https://unicatt.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8wX9A4XI3DJOzP0 

For more information, see page 10. 

To overcome our mental restraints, we need to understand how people 
are feeling and thinking. What are their subjective concerns when thinking 
about coming back to the rehearsal room. There are already some notions 
and ideas available but to get an even broader picture we want to encourage 
you to participate in our survey to allow us to have a general understanding 
of what choristers and conductors need in the current situation. Once this 
data has been acquired we will be glad to share the results with you. Thank 
you all in advance for your cooperation and promotion of this important 
work.
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CLOSING WORDS

Dear members of the World Choir Council, dear friends

The third round of the Online Regional Meetings has also come to a very 
promising end. We would like to thank you all for your encouragement, 
your commitment and your contributions. In times like these it is great 
to have the possibility to come together virtually, to exchange ideas and 
thoughts and to listen to some lectures for positive inspiration.

We hope that you will be able to pull some strength and inspiration out 
of the presentations you received. In addition to the survey from Italy we 
would be happy to receive your feedback on the current structure of the 
Regional Meetings, so that we can create even more meaningful content 
together. 

We hope that we can meet you all during the World Choir Games in 
Flanders 2021 and look into the future with confidence.

Thank you again for all your efforts and please stay healthy! 
We wish you all the best!

The INTERKULTUR World Choir Council Team

WHAT TOPIC WOULD BE  
OF INTEREST TO YOU?

Please let us know! 

NEXT REGIONAL MEETINGS:  
July/August 2021  

More information will follow soon!

WCC GENERAL CONFERENCE:  
Nov 3, 2021
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WCG2021.COM

OCTOBER 30  NOVEMBER 7, 2021, FLANDERS, BELGIUM

WCG2022.COM
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Prof. Paul Wehrle (Germany)
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INTERKULTUR e.V. is a non profit organisation registered at AG Gießen (Germany) 
No. 1806 - Förderverein Interkultur e.V. The Organisation is the world‘s leading 

organizer of international choir competitions and festivals since 1988. The family 
brand “INTERKULTUR” unites non-profit and commercial organizations which 

pursue the same interests in one network and track goals that support culture on 
an international level. The mission is born by the idea of bringing together people 

of all countries, cultures and world views in peaceful competitions.

The World Choir Council is not only a well-known and very important part of the 
choral world, but also a very important member of the INTERKULTUR family. It 
is the highest and voluntary international advisory body of INTERKULTUR and 

currently consists of more than 120 international members representing over 90 
regions and nations in this circle.

The members support the idea of the Choir Olympics as well as the vision 
of INTERKULTUR and the INTERKULTUR World Choir Events. Through their 

participation in the international choral events, festivals, competitions as well as 
in the diverse educational activities, they promote, encourage and support the 

further development of worldwide choral culture and music.

SINGING TOGETHER  
BRINGS NATIONS  

TOGETHER



Ruhberg 1
35463 Fernwald (Frankfurt/Main)

Germany
worldchoircouncil@interkultur.com 

interkultur.com


